In their native states, proteins fluctuate among multiple conformations, and recent evidence from NMR^[@R1],[@R2]^ and crystallography^[@R3]--[@R7]^ suggests *apo* proteins may transiently populate the conformations adopted in ligand complexes. It is tempting to wonder whether these conformations may be used prospectively to address two longstanding problems in exploiting protein flexibility in ligand discovery^[@R8]^: sampling protein states and weighting these states relative to one another^[@R9],[@R10]^.

Sampling protein conformations for ligand discovery is challenging because of the many degrees of freedom available to folded proteins. Conformational changes often involve not only rotamer transitions but also coordinated loop and main chain movements. The different internal energies of these conformations affect ligand binding affinity, and if unaccounted for, high-energy decoy conformations may dominate the docking.

Two strategies have been introduced to model protein flexibility in docking screens for new ligands. "Soft docking"^[@R11]^ reduces the steric component of the scoring function, and can identify ligands that might be accommodated by certain protein rearrangements. This, however, can increase docking false positives^[@R9]^. A related method averages several structures to represent multiple conformations^[@R12]^. This also reduces the number of states, but suffers from an unphysical averaging of energies, reducing predictive success^[@R12]^.

A second strategy explicitly represents, and docks into, multiple receptor conformations^[@R13]--[@R16]^. These conformations may be sampled in different ligand complexes^[@R12],[@R17]--[@R21]^, or calculated using molecular dynamics (MD)^[@R22]--[@R26]^, elastic network models, and related techniques^[@R27]^. Whereas the restriction to experimentally-determined conformations ensures accessible states, it limits their number and remains biased to known structures. Calculating alternative conformations from simulations escapes from such biases but struggles to access states separated by higher energy barriers. Neither approach easily assigns energy penalties to the different conformations, and several studies have found that using too many conformations in flexible docking can reduce the enrichment of known ligands over decoy molecules^[@R9],[@R28]--[@R32]^.

Recent advances in crystallographic refinement offer the opportunity to model higher-energy conformational states using direct experimental observations^[@R3]--[@R5],[@R33]--[@R35]^. Such alternate conformations can be discovered in weak electron density features and reliably modeled at lower occupancies than the dominant conformation^[@R3],[@R34],[@R35]^. A liability of this approach is its inability to confidently identify conformations present at less than \~10% of the ground state, or no more than about 2 kcal/mol higher in energy at room temperature. It can represent coordinated transitions as easily as changes in side-chain rotamers, and the relative conformational energies emerge directly from crystallographic occupancies.

Here we explore the use of multiple conformations present in the electron density map of an apo cavity site in Cytochrome c Peroxidase (CcP)^[@R36]--[@R39]^ in docking screens. The substitution Trp191→Gly in CcP creates an enclosed, anionic cavity of about 200 Å^3^, which has been studied as a model site for ligand binding. In the variant studied here, residues 192--3 have been deleted, and the substitution Pro190→Gly introduced, increasing the flexibility of the cavity's gating loop. In the room temperature structure that we determine to 1.57 Å resolution, one loop and three side chains of this "gateless" cavity occupy multiple states in the electron density., We docked 583,363 compounds against 16 energy-weighted conformations of the cavity. To limit the calculation cost, we modified the treatment of ligand-protein electrostatic interaction energies, decomposing them into an additive function^[@R40]^. This allowed us to sample 16 receptor states with only a 2.4 fold speed cost compared to a single structure. From the flexible docking screen, 15 new compounds were chosen to test, and ten of these were confirmed to bind. The crystal structures of nine of them were determined, allowing us to compare predicted and observed ligand poses and loop structures. Potentials for broad application of this method are considered.

RESULTS {#S1}
=======

From crystallographic occupancies to Boltzmann-weighted energy penalties {#S2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our first goal was to convert crystallographic occupancies for the flexible 186--194 loop into Boltzmann-weighted energy penalties for docking ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Suppl. Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This loop adopts three conformations in previously determined ligand-bound structures^[@R39]^. These three states, which we designate as *A, B*, and *C*, were combined into a multi-conformer loop model. Occupancy refinement of these conformations, using the apo structure electron density, improved the agreement between model and the experimental data as judged by R~free~ values ranging from 0.1639 to 0.1695 ([Suppl. Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and qualitatively fit the density ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

We used the refined apo occupancies of each loop conformation to assign energy penalties to each conformation (cf. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) using [equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\textit{energy\ penalty}(\textit{conformation\ A}) = - k_{B}*T*\text{ln}(\textit{occ}(A))*m$$ with k~B~ = Boltzmann constant, T = temperature in K, occ = occupancy, *m* = flexible weighting multiplier (below). Note that the occupancy of loop *B* dropped below 10% ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which we consider the imprecision of the refinement approach. Although refinement parameters can affect the occupancy, our procedure converged to 4% after 10 refinement cycles, remained stable thereafter ([Suppl. Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and could be reproduced from another dataset ([Suppl. Figure 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Also the loop can move freely and is unobstructed by crystal contacts ([Suppl. Figure 11](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We will address the robustness and dependence of the results on the exact numerical occupancy value in [supplementary information](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Retrospective testing and integration of conformational weights and docking scores {#S3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the usefulness of these energy penalties, we retrospectively docked five known cavity ligands with the new scoring function (compounds **1--5**; structures in [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and recovered experimental poses for three of them with an average RMSD of 0.4 Å ([Suppl. Figure 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A more stringent test compares not only the docked and observed ligand poses, but also the predicted and observed ensemble of protein conformations associated with each pose. If the energy-weighting of the *apo* loop conformations is correct, we can combine them with docking scores to predict the distribution of conformations favored for each ligand complex. Predicted loop propensities (analogous to experimental occupancies) were calculated, using [equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as the Boltzmann sum of the energy of all ligand poses bound to a specific loop conformation X = (*A, B*, or *C*) over the Boltzmann sum of the energy of all the poses generated to any loop ([Suppl. Methods and Suppl. Table 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): $$\textit{Propensity}_{\textit{ligand\ Z,\ loop\ x}} = \frac{\Sigma_{x \in \textit{loop\ X}}e^{\textit{Dock\ Energy}(x,Z)}/kT}{\Sigma_{y \in \textit{all\ states}}e^{\textit{Dock\ Energy}(y,Z)}/kT}$$

Docking energies are computed by DOCK3.7^[@R41]^ according to [equation 3](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which integrates the receptor energy penalties from [equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\textit{Dock\ Energy}(\textit{loop\ X,\ ligand\ Z}) = \textit{Energy\ Penalty}(\textit{loop\ X}) + \Sigma_{\textit{x\ atom\ z} \in \textit{ligand\ z}}\textit{Vdw}(z) + \textit{Elstat}(z) + \textit{Ligand\ Desol}(z)$$

Here, the energy penalty is from [eq. 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, Vdw(z) is the van der Waals energy of each ligand atom^[@R42]^, Elstat(z) is the corresponding electrostatics energy ^[@R43]^, and Ligand Desol(z) the ligand desolvation energy. The resulting propensities are expressed as a percentage, with all propensities for a ligand summing to 100% ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

With the predicted loop occupancies for the *holo* complexes calculated from the *apo* state docking and loop propensities, we refined the observed loop occupancies against five ligand complex datasets, determined to between 1.2 and 1.7 Å ([Suppl. Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This yields a distribution of loop conformations for complex ([Suppl. Figure 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, conformation-weighted docking correctly predicted the dominant loop state for all 5 ligands ([Suppl. Figure 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with an overall Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) of 0.77 (for 3 loop states for all 5 ligands) ([Suppl. Figure 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In calculating the propensity of the loop conformation for the individual ligand complexes, we add the ligand docking energy score to the occupancy-based loop energies (eqn. 3). Since these loop energies will rarely be on the same scale as the docking score, the combination of the two terms can be optimized. We investigated weighting the conformation energies (*m* in [eq. 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). To reduce the dangers of overfitting, we retrospectively established a single variable weighting term (*m*) of 2 -- performance was judged by increase in statistical significance over other integers ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Suppl. Figure 5, 6A and Suppl. Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Since experimental occupancies can be imprecise and co-vary with B-factors, we investigated how results depended on refined loop occupancies (SI Methods). The effect on the retrospective propensities was minor and correlations between the predictions and experiments remained significant ([Suppl. Figures 6C and 10B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This gives confidence that the energy penalization is not overly sensitive to the input occupancy of low-occupancy states like loop *B*, which is comforting regarding the expected error in the determination and refinement of experimental occupancies.

Prospective docking for new ligands complementing the different receptor conformations {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fortified by these results, we used this energy-penalized ensemble of flexible states for prospective docking of 583,363 fragments from the ZINC database^[@R44]^. From the top 0.1% of the highest-ranking molecules, 15 were chosen for experimental testing (Compounds **6--20**; [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). As is common in selecting docked molecules to experimentally test from docking hit list^[@R45],[@R46]^, we eliminated compounds that had problems with protonation or tautomerization states, and selected several molecules for chemical novelty, including some uncharged molecules. We particularly sought molecules predicted to bind to different protein receptor conformations.

On testing, 9 of the 15 compounds had K~d~ values between 7 and 400 uM as measured by heme Soret band shift ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The ligand efficiencies were between 0.35 and 0.54 kcal/mol/(heavy atom count). For 8 of these 9 molecules we determined X-ray crystal structures, and we also determined a structure for a tenth molecule for which we had been unable to determine an affinity. Those nine ligand crystal structures recapitulated the predicted docked ligand poses ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), with a mean RMSD of 0.82 Å ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Counting ligand binding by affinity and by crystallography, the total hit rate was 67% (10/15). The new hits differed from previously known ligands: the highest pairwise topological similarity to these, using ECFP4-based Tanimoto^[@R47]^ coefficients, was 0.36 ([Suppl. Table 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and new ligands were on average 52 Da heavier (from 148 to 200 Da) than the previously known ligands, and also larger than those discovered in an earlier, rigid-body docking study^[@R37]^. A role of human selection of compounds, in both the previous docking studies and in this one, cannot be entirely controlled for.

Upon writing this manuscript we discovered that two of the 15 molecules (**7, 8**) had independently been found in work that was then unpublished^[@R37]^; we do not count these as novel molecules. They do, nevertheless, illustrate a strength of the method. Of all of the new ligands, **7** and **8** most closely resemble the earlier series of cavity ligands, and indeed were predicted and observed to prefer the *B* loop conformation, which has been previously targeted in the older, rigid docking method.

Ligands select the predicted protein loop and side-chain conformations {#S5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

A crucial point is the ability of the method to anticipate the protein conformational response to the new ligands. In seven of nine new holo-structures, the predicted loop occupancies and conformations corresponded qualitatively to the observed ones, with at least the dominant loop being correctly predicted, and frequently the approximate ratios of the ensemble ([Figures 3 and 4](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, compound **7** was experimentally observed to bind to loop *B* at 79% (with 20% occupancy of loop *A*), and was predicted to prefer loop *B* at 95% with a 5% loop *A* contribution. For compound **8** the prediction of loop conformations *A* and *B*, at 33% and 67%, agrees quantitatively with the observed holo occupancies, at 38% and 62%, respectively. The experimental occupancy of the *C* loop in the complex with compound **9** was 68% instead of 100% as predicted. Compound **11** bound primarily to loop *A* with an occupancy of 84% and the remaining occupancy was split between the additional loops; the prediction was 89% for loop *A* which corresponds to a PCC of 0.99. Compound **13** was among the few compounds predicted to bind to one loop conformation exclusively, the *A* loop. Whereas automatic occupancy refinement suggests a presence of loop *C*, this may be misled by nearby water molecules, as visual inspection of the electron density seems consistent with only the single *A* loop being present ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Compound **14** was chosen to bind to an ensemble of loop conformations: 29% loop *A*, 11% loop *B* and 60% loop *C*. The refined experimental occupancy values were consistent with those predictions, with 27% loop *A*, 30% loop *B* and 43% loop *C*, corresponding to a PCC of 0.84. For ligand **10**, a fourth loop conformation was found that had not been previously modeled. To check for this conformation, *D*, in the *apo* structure, it was included as a fourth loop in the original model and refined as before, but could not be observed at any reliable level; this represents a false negative of our method (also see [Suppl. Figure 1 and Suppl. Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Meanwhile, the prediction of side-chain conformations conformed to those observed crystallographically with only two failures out of the total 27 modeled conformations ([Suppl. Methods and Suppl. Figure 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we note that for several complexes, the presence of MES, itself is a weak ligand, prevented full analysis of the results ([Suppl. Table 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Overcoming the bias of known structures: The correct model does not necessarily result in the best retrospective enrichment {#S6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is important to understand whether flexible receptor docking improved results over standard rigid docking. We first investigated the ranks of the new ligands against both our fully flexible model and any individual loop model. No single model would have ranked all these ligands in the top 0.1% of the database as the flexible docking did ([Suppl. Table 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Had we docked prospectively against all conformations, and combined the top-ranking ligands, the hits against the high-energy, low occupancy *B* conformation would have dominated, as in previous screens^[@R37],[@R39]^, and the calculation would have taken seven-fold longer.

This bias emerges even more strongly in retrospective screens of all previously known ligands. Such retrospective enrichment is widely-used to judge docking performance and to select receptor structures for prospective docking. On that basis we would have selected the *B* loop that dominated enrichment plots and discarded the other conformers ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Suppl. Table 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Choosing the best enriching structure in retrospective studies for prospective screens seems intuitive but is biased by the binding of most known ligands to the *B* loop; they were in fact discovered by docking to that loop conformation. Compared to ligands that we ourselves had discovered against the single *B*-loop conformation, the new ligands that bind to the C and A loop conformations are more diverse and are larger ([Suppl. Table 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); they would not have been discovered using the highest enriching model alone ([Suppl. Table 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), or if so, for the wrong reasons ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Suppl. Figure 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

It is appropriate to ask whether this method -- dependent as it is on experimental density features -- can be used on bio-relevant targets. Examining the protein data bank PDB,^[@R48]^ for projects that our flexible docking method could be applied to we found 827 unique proteins, with electron density maps, determined to \<1.5 Å resolution, a level substantially more conservative than the 2 Å we estimate required for confident occupancy fitting ([Suppl. Methods and Suppl. Figure 12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Though only 51 of these were determined at room temperatures, as the apo cavity structure was, analysis of an apo cavity structure determined at cryo temperatures suggests that much of the flexibility exploited here remains even at these lower temperatures, though there were also important differences (described more fully in the [Supporting Information](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Though room temperature structures will more fully explore conformational heterogeneity present in protein structures^[@R4]^, even cryo structures are likely to have enough conformations to support this analysis.

Discussion {#S7}
==========

Three principal observations emerge from this study. First, partial occupancy conformations, apparent in electron density from room temperature crystal structures, enable the modeling of alternative protein conformations in molecular docking. These features not only illuminate conformations accessible to ligands, but their occupancies provide energy weights for the docking scoring function, preventing domination by higher energy conformations. Multiple conformations may be represented with only modest impact on the docking calculation time. Second, exploitation of these conformations enables prospective prediction of ligands with new chemotypes and new physical properties, with close correspondence between the predicted ligand poses and protein loop conformations and those subsequently determined by X-ray crystallography. Finally, there are over 800 unique proteins in the PDB, each with requisite density maps, to which this method could be applied today (see [Supplementary Data](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: possible protein targets).

We were surprised at the high correspondence between the loop propensities and ligand geometries from predictions and those in the X-ray structures of the new complexes. With the exception of the complex with compound **6**, the observed loops and residue conformations matched well to those predicted, as judged by their relative occupancies and the correct prediction of the major loop conformation ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For 6 of the 9 structures, the occupancies not only qualitatively corresponded but did so quantitatively as well, with PCCs greater than 0.6 (compounds **7--9, 11--13**). This suggests that experimental conformational energy weights and docking scores may be in at least qualitative balance, and may be pragmatically combined. Indeed, the method predicts loop occupancies 30% better than a naïve method which presumes all states to be equi-energetic ([Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To check whether loop propensity prediction could have been achieved using only ligand similarity, we compared the topological similarity of the 14 known ligands to the correlation of their loop occupancies. Many topologically dissimilar ligands bound to the same major loop conformations ([Suppl. Figure 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting an advantage of structure-based over similarity-based methods alone.

Certain caveats merit mentioning. Only a narrow range of conformations above the ground state can be reliably observed in this method. Even here, the *D* conformation of the 186--194 loop, observed in the complexes of ligand **10**, was unanticipated because it was not observed in the apo structure. Whereas the conformational occupancies and the docking propensities were overall in balance, there is no fundamental reason why they *should* be in balance, or that the weighting found here should extend to other systems. The weights assigned based on the occupancies may be converted into energies, but the docking scores, even when physics-based, leave out important terms and make substantial approximations. As docking scoring functions develop to better model physical forces, these terms should more reliably come into the balance than we, perhaps fortuitously, found here.

Conclusions {#S8}
===========

Notwithstanding the caveats discussed above, this method had important successes. Partial occupancy modeling enabled the representation of alternative, energy-weighted protein conformations that could be integrated with molecular docking scores. This prevented domination by higher energy conformations in the docking, which might fit ligands better but at the cost of higher internal energies. Though the number of conformational states grows exponentially, the multi-conformer receptor potentials could be recombined in a way that led to only modest impact on the docking calculation time. Exploitation of the new conformations illuminated ligands with new chemotypes and new physical properties, and we observed a close correspondence between the predicted ligand poses and protein loop conformations with those subsequently determined by X-ray crystallography. There are well-over 800 unique proteins to which this method could be applied today.

Methods {#S9}
=======

The protein was purified and crystallized as described^[@R39]^ with the exception of apo protein that was crystallized in 100mM KPi, pH 6.0. A loop model was generated from three main loop conformations (residues 186--194) observed in holo complexes^[@R39]^ with compounds 4, 5 and Apo for loops A, B and C, respectively, and subjected to occupancy refinement (strategy=individual_adp+occupancies) within phenix.refine^[@R33]^ where 10 cycles were found to result in sufficient convergence of the loop occupancy ([Suppl. Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Those models have been deposited at the PDB as 4NVA-4NVO ([Suppl. Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Experimental affinities were measured by fluorescence monitoring of the heme Soret band shift as before^[@R3][@R7],[@R39]^

Flexible Receptor Preparation {#S10}
-----------------------------

DOCK 3.7^[@R41]^ uses physics-based scoring consisting of van der Waals^[@R42]^ and ligand desolvation terms^[@R49]^, combined with interaction electrostatic using a probe-charge implementation of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The first two components of this score can be broken down atom independently, so the receptor can be separated into invariant and flexible parts, with separate scoring grids constructed and then used during docking. For Poisson Boltzmann (PB) electrostatics, the scoring cannot be deconstructed into separate protein components as easily. Here we use QNIFFT^[@R43],[@R50]^ on separate but complete receptor conformations. To use these during docking, the PB map of each receptor conformation is compared to the PB of the most occupied receptor conformation, and the difference maps for the overall conformation is used in docking to construct the overall electrostatic score. This resulted in a much better approximation to the PB map of a single conformation (see SI methods). Given a structure with defined flexible regions and occupancies, docking preparation takes place automatically. Both the scripts to do so and the DOCK3.7 code itself are available without charge for academic research at <http://dock.compbio.ucsf.edu/DOCK3.7/>

Flexible Receptor Docking {#S11}
-------------------------

Several changes were made to the DOCK 3.7 code to enable flexible docking. Each ligand pose is scored against each part of the receptor conformation (here, 2 residues with 2 positions each and 3 loops plus a loop with a residue moved, plus an invariant grid), 9 grids were scored for each ligand pose. The scores were assembled into the 2\*2\*(3+1)=16 possible cavity conformations and the top score for each was saved, as were the top 10 overall poses to any conformation to calculate receptor conformational propensities. Additional analyses were performed with an implementation of black-box re-weighting algorithm (BBRW)^[@R51]^ in place of [equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([Suppl. Table 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The code for [equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the BBRW algorithm is included in the DOCK 3.7 distribution (<http://dock.compbio.ucsf.edu/DOCK3.7/>). For the screen of the 583,363 ZINC^[@R44]^ fragments, flexible docking took 1516 core hours spread across 850 nodes, or less than 2 hours of wall time. Docking a single cavity conformation took 630 hours, only a 2.4-fold computation cost versus a 16-fold increase in conformations sampled.

Supplementary Material {#SM}
======================
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![Experimental occupancies of Apo loop conformations set penalties for docking\
**(a) From experimental loop occupancies to docking penalties**.\
Flexible loop (in colors) and side-chain conformations of the Apo CcP Gateless protein are assigned Boltzmann-weighted energy penalties based on their crystallographic occupancy; k~B~ -- Boltzmann constant, T -- temperature in K, occ. -- occupancy, *m* -- flexible weighting multiplier (here *m* = 2).\
**(b) From docking energies to loop propensities**.\
The Boltzmann sum of the energies of all x poses for a ligand to different loops *A, B, C* are calculated. The result is expressed as a percentage, indicating the predicted preference of the ligand to bind to a particular loop conformation, that can be compared to the experimental occupancies.\
**(c) Electron density shows evidence for 3 conformations of the apo loop**.\
Electron density showing missing conformation of loops *A* (purple sticks) and *B* (grey lines) when only loop *C* (orange sticks) is included in the refinement is shown as blue (2mFo-DFc, 1sigma) and cyan (Fo-Fc, +1.5sigma). Stick radius according to relative occupancies (cf. [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). See [Suppl. Figure 13](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more pronounced difference cyan density for loop *B* when including *A* in addition to *C* in refinement.](nihms585630f1){#F1}

![Predicting loop occupancies in holo-complexes\
(A) Experimental occupancies of three flexible loop (186--194) conformations *A, B* and *C* are depicted as a percentage (Xtal). These can then easily be compared to their predicted docking propensities (dock) for compounds *1--5*^[@R44]^. Using Boltzmann energy penalties and a multiplier *m*=2 results in close agreement of the major loop conformation between prediction (dock) and experiment (Xtal), with a Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) of 0.83, and a p-value \< 0.01. Error bars for docking propensities are derived by using any flexible weighting multiplier *m* between 1.0 and 3.0 and taking the standard deviation.\
(B) The difference electron density map of CcP and compound 5 around the backbone carbonyls (red mesh for main loop in grey sticks and green for the new loop conformation) provides evidence for the presence of a second loop conformation (purple) even at very low levels around 10%. Resolution is 1.2 Å; 2mFo-DFc map rendered at 1σ and mFo-DFc map at 2.6σ.](nihms585630f2){#F2}

![Experimental binding poses vs. prospective docking predictions\
Electron density at 1sigma shown for ligand and loop conformations. Loop stick thickness corresponds to experimentally observed occupancies; coloring as before with loop conformation *A* in purple, *B* in grey, *C* in orange and *D* (for compound 10) in blue.\
Superposition of ligand poses with experimental in grey versus docked in green.\
(a) compound **6**, (b) **7**, (c) **8**, (d) **9**, (e) **10**, (f) **11**, (g) **12**, (h) **13**, (i) **14**.\
For clarity, co-crystallized MES for compounds **6** (a), **9** (d) and **12** (g) has been omitted.](nihms585630f3){#F3}

![Predicting loop occupancies in bound complexes\
The loop occupancies and predicted propensities for compounds **6--14** are shown, with crystallographic occupancies at left and predicted loop propensities (with *m* = 2) at right in each pair. Error bars for the loop propensity represent the standard deviation of the occupancies by varying the flexible weighting multiplier *m* from 1 to 3. The major loop conformation is predicted correctly for all cases but compound **10** that prefers a fourth loop, *D*, conformation that was not modeled; compounds **6** and **12** have a larger *C* loop presence due to the partial presence of MES.](nihms585630f4){#F4}

![Enrichment alone cannot distinguish first-in-class from best-in-class\
(a) Retrospective enrichment of known ligands against decoys (adjusted logAUC) for loops *A, B*, and *C* individually (colored as purple, grey and orange) and combined with different multipliers (tones of green). Adjusted area under the log ROC plot is shown in the legend (cf. [Suppl. Table 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for other common performance metrics).\
(b) Pearson correlation of experimental and predicted loop occupancies with statistically significant areas highlighted in green (dark green for p-values \< 0.05; light green for p \< 0.01). Pearson All is for all 9 compounds, Pearson 6 is the correlation only considering compounds **7, 8, 9, 11, 13** and **14**, where results are not distorted by a partial presence of MES.](nihms585630f5){#F5}

###### 

CcP ligands: previously discovered (1 to 5) and found by flexible docking (6 to 20).

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Rank   ZINC       \#   Compound   Ligand RMSD (Å)[1](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   Loop State[3](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"}\   Affinity (µM)/\                                     Max T~c~ to\                                   Closest\                                       Closest known\
                                                                                     Xtal/DOCK\                                   Ligand Efficiency\                                  known ligands[2](#TFN7){ref-type="table-fn"}   known ligand[2](#TFN7){ref-type="table-fn"}    affinity[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} (µM)
                                                                                     PCC[4](#TFN9){ref-type="table-fn"})          (kcal/mol/hac))                                                                                                                                   
  ------ ---------- ---- ---------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  n.a.   01583444   1               n.a.                                             C (n.a.)                                     n.d.                                                1                                              is known                                       n.a

  n.a.   00331902   2               n.a.                                             A (n.a.)                                     33[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.68)           1                                              is known                                       n.a

  n.a.   00331945   3               n.a.                                             AB(n.a.)                                     3[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.69)            1                                              is known                                       n.a

  n.a.   00036634   4               n.a.                                             A (n.a.)                                     9[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.77)            1                                              is known                                       n.a

  n.a.   08652421   5               n.a.                                             B (n.a.)                                     106[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.78)          1                                              is known                                       n.a

  8      06656163   6               0.88                                             C/B (−0.78)                                  71 ±10 (0.35)                                       0.48                                                                                          19^[@R37]^

  38     04962659   7               0.48                                             B/B (0.85)                                   8[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} ^[@R37]^ (0.35)   1                                              was known[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} 37   8^[@R37]^

  70     00331160   8               0.48                                             B/B (1.00)                                   19[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} ^37^(0.54)       1                                              was known[\*](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"} 37   19^[@R37]^

  163    13739037   9               0.98                                             C/C (0.88)                                   n.b.d. \<4mM                                        0.29                                                                                          288^[@R37]^

  322    01596053   10              0.79                                             AC/A (0.41)                                  22±10 (0.4)                                         0.53                                                                                          41^[@R39]^

  330    34979991   11              1.19                                             A/A (0.99)                                   46±8 (0.46)                                         0.28                                                                                          33^[@R39]^

  433    00203341   12              1.49                                             A/A (0.62)                                   28±7 (0.44)                                         0.30                                                                                          8^[@R37]^

  526    00519712   13              0.54                                             AC/A (0.61)                                  7±0.6 (0.47)                                        0.36                                                                                          19^[@R37]^

  556    00388812   14              0.55                                             BC/C (0.49)                                  23±4 (0.49)                                         0.23                                                                                          64^[@R37]^

  67     70974074   15              n.a.                                             /C                                           n.r.                                                0.27                                                                                          203^[@R37]^

  84     16210033   16              n.a.                                             /C                                           n.b.d.                                              0.31                                                                                          33^[@R39]^

  263    19702757   17              n.a.                                             /B                                           n.d.                                                0.35                                                                                          19^[@R37]^

  355    12546268   18              n.a.                                             /A                                           396±42 (0.42)                                       0.37                                                                                          14^[@R37]^

  401    16207704   19              n.a.                                             /C                                           n.b.d.                                              0.31                                                                                          33^[@R39]^

  487    01648614   20              n.a.                                             /A                                           n.r.                                                0.20                                                                                          19^[@R37]^
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

n.b.d. = no binding detectable (due to precipitation \>500uM if not specified otherwise)

n.d. = not determined (insufficient solubility)

n.r. = not reproducible in repetitive runs

n.a. = not applicable.

= determined previously; references in parenthesis.

= Ligand Heavy Atom Root Mean Square Deviation between docked pose and crystal pose

= Extended Connectivity Fingerprints (ECFP4), Ligand with this Tanimoto shown at right

= Dominant Loop state listed unless two states within 10% of maximum then both listed. PCC is Pearson

= Pearson Correlation Coefficient of loop occupancies versus predicted loop propensities from docking.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
